Step 3:
Once you have created the
story together, you must present
this to the Responders.
Step 4:
The Responders will think about
their best action for your main
character and then present their
actions one by one to you.
Step 5:
As a team, you will decide
together who has the best
response from the Responders
and that person wins the round.

To Win:

Responders compete against
each other to win the round.
Scene Setters act as the
panel to decide who wins.

A game created with teenagers for
teenagers. PLAY YOUR BEST CARD is
a story-based card game, exploring
situations and challenges that we
can face as teenagers, the ways
that we can respond and how we
can support each other too.

Reverse Roles:

You might like to swap
roles at the end of the round
so you can see what it’s like
playing a Responder too.

If you want advice or
information on health topics
contact: pybc@hpa.org.nz
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1.

Life.
You never know
what’s around the
corner, but if you

PLAY YOUR BEST CARD

you may just win
at it.

To play you’ll need
between 3 and 15 people
A team of Scene Setters
(1 or more players)
Creators of the story based
on the Scene Setters’ cards
Other players are Responders
(2 or more players)

This is your chance to explore
all the things that life might
bring and what you’ll do to
PLAY YOUR BEST CARD.

Presenters of what the
best action should be for
the main character

2.

Scene Setter Instructions:
Step 1:
As a team, select one character
card, one setting card, one
disrupter card, and one feels
card randomly from the sets.
Step 2:
As a team, you must use these
cards to create a story. Try to
create a story that feels like
something that could actually
happen in real life or to someone
you might know.

Here’s how the cards
will help you build a story:
The character card is the
main person in your story.
The setting card gives you
a place or situation to base
your story around.
The disrupter card is the
challenge at the centre of
your story.
The feels card will help
you decide on the theme
or feeling behind your story
for your main character.
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A game created with teenagers for
teenagers. PLAY YOUR BEST CARD is
a story-based card game, exploring
situations and challenges that we
can face as teenagers, the ways
that we can respond and how we
can support each other too.

Reverse Roles:

You might like to swap
roles at the end of the round
so you can see what it’s like
playing a Responder too.

If you want advice or
information on health topics
contact: pybc@hpa.org.nz
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